
Little Event
Wednesday 11 January 2017

 Thinktank, Birmingham Science Museum

9.30 - 10.00 Arrivals and Registration

10.00 - 10.45 Setting the scene

Rachel Mason, BIG; James Bamford, Institute of Physics

Introducing everybody to everybody, plan for the day and a whistle-stop 

tour of STEM engagement.                                                  

event@big.uk.com

10.45 - 12.45 Presenting your science

David Price, science made simple

You know the science but how can you make it accessible to others? A 

chance to develop your presenting skills.              

david@sciencemadesimple.co.uk

12.45 - 1.30 Lunch - check out Thinktank too.

1.30 - 2.30 Managing your project

Rachel Mason, BIG; James Bamford, Institute of Physics

It's not just the content, it's how you approach the work as a whole - 

understanding your audience,  using the right format, putting your thing 

into a programme and promoting it well are all as important as the 

content idea. 
James.bamford@iop.org

2.30 - 3.50 Science Gardening

Thinktank staff

A stroll out to Thinktanks's outdoor exhibition - the science garden - for 

a bit of fresh air and a chance to share your ideas and plans with fellow 

Little Eventers and BIG members (weather permitting).

2.50- 3.25 Evaluation Basics

Dom McDonald, Wellcome Trust

How will you know your projects are a success? How will you prove it to 

others and share your best and worst practice? Learn a few things about 

evaluating your work.

D.McDonald@wellcome.ac.uk

Quick Break

3.30 - 4.30 Your release into the community

Bridget Holligan, Science Oxford

Your career - where to look for jobs, what qualifcations are desirable. 

Ask questions - get answers from us all.

bridget.holligan@scienceoxford.com

4.30 Finish… stay for a chat if you like until 5pm.

These sessions are created and delivered by BIG members wishing to share their skills and help to 

develop a supportive professional community of excellent STEM communicators.

Thanks members!
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